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Barnabus Pike is no gunfighter and not much of a street fighter. Eddie Holt is a black boxer in a

white man's world. They've both taken their share of hard knocks. Now they're looking to

survive a brutal winter in a remote Montana line shack, collect their pay, and settle down for

good. Then they cross paths with a hardworking Irish immigrant and his beautiful, spirited

sister, who've been burned off their land. It's a fight Pike and Holt don't want, don't need, and

don't dare turn their backs on—especially when one of the perpetrators might be one of Pike's

old friends. Hunted like animals across the frozen countryside, Pike and Holt will risk everything

—including their reputations, their dreams—and their lives.

About the AuthorKoldewey besuchte mit 22 Jahren die Seefahrtschule in Bremen. Ausgebildet

als Kapitän studierte er zwischen 1866 und 1867 an den Universitäten Hannover und

Göttingen unter anderem Mathematik, Physik und Astronomie. Er leitete die erste und die

zweite deutsche Nordpolar-Expedition.
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AMBUSH IN THE WILDERNESSJUST THEN SNOW fell from a pine branch some distance up

the slope.“Look out!” I yelled, and grabbed Ann around the waist and leaped my horse into the

rocks and brush.A blast of rifle fire raked the spot where we’d been, and up the slope I heard a

voice. “Get them! Get every damned one of them!”I dropped Ann as I left the saddle, and when

I hit the ground I lit running, rifle in hand. I turned and, crouching, ran to get hold of the trace-

chains we’d hooked to the sled.Philo was lying there, his face white but his eyes lit with a hard

fire. “Hand me down a rifle,” he said. “I’ll not be done out of this.”Eddie was nowhere in sight;

one horse was down and dying.They had trapped us for fair.Bantam Books by Louis
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BORN (Graphic Novel)CHAPTER 1IT WAS RAINING by the time we reached the railroad

bridge. Evening was coming on, and the pelting rain was cold.We dug in our heels and slid

down the embankment to get under the bridge, where there was shelter of a sort. We built a

fire, then huddled over it wondering what had become of our summer’s wages.Three of us

were there, strangers until a few hours ago, now joined in the idea of going west. I’d be going

home, or to as much of a home as I could lay claim to, being rootless as a tumbleweed,

blowing on, resting here and there against this fence or that, but staying nowhere long. As for

the others, I had no idea.The black skeleton frame of the trestle danced in the wavering light

from the fire, and from time to time the flames guttered and hissed as the wind blew down the

draw, spattering us with cold drops from off the bridge.Rustling around for wood reminded me

of a winter I spent in Montana one time … at the Hartman & Liggett horse camp. No snow on

the ground all winter long, only flurries from time to time, but cold. The ice froze rock-hard on

the creek that year, and never broke until late spring.Taking all in all, that had been a good

winter. The cabin was snug against the wind, the pot-bellied stove gave off almost too much

heat, and there were old magazines and a couple of books lying around.When not in a mind to

read, I’d sit and ponder. Whilst only a youngster I had taken to rebuilding places in my mind,

places I’d lived in or seen, and when I’d nothing else to do I would put a place together, every

single thing in place, then bit by bit I’d recall the folks I’d known there and what was said—what

we talked about, and the like. It gave me something to do, but no great respect for the high art

of conversational talk.When a man sets out to recall in detail as I did, he sets more to working

than he’s figured on, for he never looks at anything after that without thinking how he’ll recall it

in time to come. It also sets a man to thinking about himself, and when a man stands himself

up to ponder at, he can’t always be pleased at what he sees.No working cowhand is going to

get very far unless he’s a hand to notice. Punching cows takes you over a lot of rough country,

and pretty soon you get to know every draw, hill, or clump of brush. You notice the game trails

and the springs, and where the cattle go for shelter, and a lot more besides. A man has to

notice or he won’t get very far at punching cows.Back there at the Hartman & Liggett horse

camp there’d always been a brown crock of baked beans, and I’d never had my fill of beans.

Sitting there beside that hateful fire under the trestle with night coming on, I kept thinking back

to that horse camp and those crocks of beans. They would be tasty, mighty tasty, right

now.That big colored boy, he looked at me and he said, “You look like you been in a fight.”“Here

an’ there,” I said.“You fight with the mitts?”“Nobody ever showed me. I just fight the best way I

know how.”“I’ve boxed,” he said.He was a big boy, maybe a year or two older than my twenty-

six years, standing around six feet, and built strong. And he had good hands.That was the first

thing he said about me. “You got good hands.” He doubled up my fist. “Flat across the knuckles.

Stands shock better. You could punch, I think.”Puttering around, I fetched back a few more

sticks. A branch or two, a few old sticks and such-like—anything to keep the fire going.“When

did you say that freight was due?” Van Bokkelen asked.“Ten-twelve, if it’s on time.”Van

Bokkelen was a big blond man, raw-boned and with an uncurried look—shaggy hair and a

broad, tough face, yet not bad-looking. He had small, ice-blue eyes, no more warmth in them

than in the head of a nail.Twelve hours before no one of us had known the others. We’d come

together in jail, in the drunk tank. Only I’d been pulled in for fighting, and it wasn’t the first time.

Seemed like I was always being arrested for fighting. Not that I knew much about it, but I just



naturally liked to fight.The wind blew cold. Rain spattered over us, and I hitched the collar of my

cloth suit-coat higher around my ears and stretched my hands toward the flames.We were

sheltered in part by a bank of drift sand; on our left ran a small stream. The rain was falling

harder now, the gusts were more frequent.“You got a place?” Eddie Holt, the colored boy,

asked. “I mean, you got a place to go to?”“I got no place, and never had no place except west.”

With a gesture I indicated my sacked-up saddle. “My home’s been in the middle of that.”“You

got to have a horse.”“You think so, do you? Sometimes I figure I’ve packed that saddle damn

near as far as I’ve rode horses.”“I’d be damned if I’d pack it,” Van Bokkelen said. “I’d steal a

horse before I’d do that.”“It’s been done,” I admitted, not wanting to argue principle with a

stranger over a friendly fire.We listened to the rain, and hopefully listened for a train whistle, but

it was a long while until train time and I was hungry as a springtime bear fresh out of

hibernation.“Maybe I could get me a riding job,” Eddie suggested.“There was a colored boy

rode for an outfit I worked for down New Mexico way. He was a good hand. Can you ride?”“I

never rode for no cow outfit, but I rode in a Buffalo Bill show.” He grinned at me. “I was an

Indian.”“You ain’t the first,” I said, and then added, “They tell me you really got to ride for

Cody.”“I can ride. I can rope a little. But I never rode for no cow outfit.”“A man who can’t live

without working,” Van Bokkelen scoffed, “is a fool. I’d see myself in hell before I’d eat dust

behind a bunch of cows.”Well, I sat quiet, feeling the Old Ned coming up in me. All my life I’ve

punched cows or worked hard for what little I’d had, and I didn’t cotton to this stranger making

me out a fool. Come to think of it, he didn’t seem to be doing so well.Eddie Holt, he sat quiet,

too, and never said aye, yes, or no, and that seemed to be a good idea. This blond gent was a

whole lot bigger than me, and my ribs and jaw were still sore from my last fight.“You do what

you’re of a mind to,” I said after a minute. “I’ll punch cows.”“For thirty a month?” he sneered.

“You boys come along with me and you’ll be wearin’ silk shirts and broadcloth. I could use two

men like you.”Back up the line I heard a footstep splash in the water. “Somebody comin’,” I said,

and turned my head to look. When I looked back Van Bokkelen was gone.“Sit close,” Eddie

warned. “It’s the Law.”It sure was. There were four of them, four big men wearing slickers and

armed with shotguns. They had spread out as they came up to the fire and they looked from

one to the other of us.“You!” The man I knew as the sheriff gestured with his shotgun. “Stand

up!” He came up to me. “You armed?”“I owned a Winchester one time,” I said. “Never had no

use for a hand gun.”He went over me with as smooth and knowing a frisk as ever I got, then did

the same for Eddie.“You haven’t even got a knife? Or a razor?”Eddie lifted his big hands.

“Never had use for anything but these,” he said.The sheriff looked around at a narrow-faced,

red-haired man. “Didn’t you say there were three of them? You had three of them, you

said.”“That’s right. They didn’t come together, but they left together. The black boy there, he

was straight vag. Loafing around, no visible means of support. We gave him overnight in jail

and a floater.“The one in the broad hat, he got into a fight with Salty Breakenridge over to

Ryan’s. They busted up the place.”The sheriff looked at me with respect. “With Salty? I saw

him. I figured it had to be a bigger man than you. What do you weigh, puncher?”“Hundred and

seventy,” I said. “I never seen size makes too much difference.” Then kind of grudgingly I had to

acknowledge, “Although that there Salty … I’d say he was a fair hand.”The sheriff chuckled.

“Yes, I’d say that. Nobody ever whipped him before.”He kicked the sack containing my gear.

“What’s in that?”“Saddle. I’m headed west.”“How’d you come east? Trainload of cattle?”“Uh-

huh.”The quiet man with the gray eyes had said nothing up to then, but he had been looking

around. “Where’s the other one?” he asked. “The big blond man?”“Ain’t seen him,” I said, “only

once since we left jail. He was headin’ for Ryan’s and a drink.” I grinned at them. “I figured I’d no

business goin’ back there.”They just looked at me, and then the quiet man said, “Don’t cover for



him, boys. He isn’t worth it. That’s a bad man.”“I wouldn’t know,” I said, “but you had him in jail—

why didn’t you keep him?”The sheriff spat. “Because we didn’t know who he was. Like damn

fools we let him go. Then Fargo here, he got to thinking about an old reward poster. There’s a

reward on that man … dead or alive. He’s wanted for murder.”Eddie, he never even looked at

me.“How much?” I said, for I was curious.“Five thousand.”Hell, I never seen that much money

in my whole lifetime. You don’t see much, working for thirty a month and found. It was a lucky

thing when I put forty saved dollars into a saddle.Fargo looked at me. “What’s your name, cow-

puncher?”“Pike,” I said, “Barnabas Pike. Some places they call me Pronto.”“Pronto? Because

you’re fast?”Me, I grinned at him. “Maybe because I swing too quick,” I said. “I got a mean

temper when I’m riled, but it ain’t always that. I never had much fun … except fightin’.”“I can

believe it,” the sheriff said. “I saw Salty Breakenridge after.”They poked around a little, stared off

down the stream bed, and then they started off. Only Fargo lingered. He kicked at the ground

where Van Bokkelen had sat. “Five thousand,” he said, “is a lot of money.”“Mister,” I said, “I

seen that gent in jail and I didn’t cotton to him, but I never sold anybody out yet, and I ain’t

about to start.”“I thought you’d be that way,” Fargo said quietly, “but don’t tangle with that man.

You leave him alone, cowpuncher. He’s bad medicine.”“You been west,” I said.“A time or two,”

he said. “And maybe again.”Then he walked off after the others, and we said nothing, Eddie

Holt and me, watching them go.Finally Eddie picked up sticks and added them to the fire.

“Murder,” he said—”that’s bad. I wonder who he killed?”“He’s full of mean,” I said. “I could see it

in him.”I looked at Eddie. “You goin’ any place particular? If you ain’t, come along with me. Two

can starve as free as one, and if I get a ridin’ job I’ll speak for you.”“I take that kindly,” he

said.The fire was warm; the wind had gone down and the rain had about stopped. There was

still the sound of the big drops falling off the trestle.A long time we sat quiet, and me wishing I

could catch some shut-eye, but little time remained if we were going to catch that drag. I kept

squatting there thinking about how I wished there’d be an empty on that train. I’d never liked

riding freights unless there was an empty.“We’re partners, Pronto?” Eddie said.“Why not?” I

said, and then the train whistled far off.We got up and Eddie kicked out the fire mostly, and

then scooped water from the creek with an old can and poured it over what was left to put it

out. Then we struggled up to the trestle together.The train slowed up along here, with a good

grade ahead, and a man could take it moving.“Can you make it? Totin’ that saddle?”“You watch

me.”We let a dozen cars go by, and then Eddie saw an open door as it passed a red light on a

switch, and called out to me. He was a fast man, making the run easy and swinging up, and he

caught my saddle as I swung it at the opening. Me, I caught the edge of the floor and hauled

myself up, the ground slipping away behind me.Long after Eddie had rolled up in some paper

he found at one end of the car, I sat there by the open door, a-looking out at the country. Here

and there we flipped past lonely farms with lights in the windows … one time there was a man

walking toward the house with a lantern and a milk pail, and a dog barking at the train.“Dirt

farmers,” I sneered. “Home guards!” But away down inside I wasn’t sneering at all. That man

was going into his own house to set down to his supper at his own table, with his kinfolk around

him.And me? All I had was a lonesome whistle sound as the train bent around a curve, the

distant glow of the firebox, and somewhere down the line a flea-bitten cow pony, and a chuck

wagon for home.CHAPTER 2WHEN I WOKE up it was daylight and the train was bumping

along at a good pace. Walking to the door, I could see patches of woods, a stream and miles of

wheat fields slipping by.Eddie sat up. “That right, what you said? We’re

partners?”“Sure.”“Where all we goin’?”“West … I dunno. Maybe Miles City … Medora. First

place that looks likely.”“I could eat. Boy, but I could eat!”“You an’ me,” I said.“You been punchin’

cows a long time?”“Uh-huh. Since I was twelve. Worked along with my brother until he got



killed, then on my own for the BB. My brother was never no hand with a gun, but he surely

figured he was. Finally one time he braced a cow-town marshal.”The train was slowing a little.

Leaning out of the door, I could see the long sweep of the cars ahead as they rounded a curve

and started up a steep grade.“I never blamed that marshal. My brother was dead set on

proving himself a fast man. The marshal told him to go home and sleep it off, but Alex, he just

went ahead and dragged iron.”“You see it?”“Sure. That marshal, he walked over and looked at

the body, and then he looked up at me, an’ he said, ‘Boy, I’d no choice. I hope you don’t hold

that again’ me.’“ ‘He was huntin’ you,’ I said, ‘an’ I tried to talk him out of it, but he sure had a

streak of mule in him. Figured he was fast.’“ ‘He wasn’t fast, son. He wasn’t even close.’ ”We sat

down in the boxcar door and dangled our legs. The sun was warm and pleasant. You could

smell coal smoke from the engine, and that hot dry smell you get from ripening grain fields.

They’d be shucking wheat in no time at all, but I’d had my fill of that, even though it paid better

than punching. I never hunted no kind of work a man couldn’t do from the back of a

horse.“Comin’ to a town,” Eddie said.“Uh-huh.”“Seems to me you could get you a pass. I mean

on this railroad. They tell me when a man ships cattle or rides with cattle, the railroad will give

him a pass back home.”“You heard it right. On’y I didn’t take to that new clerk back in Chicago.

The one I used to know, he was all right. This one looks down his nose at a man … nobody

does that to Barney Pike.”Suddenly footsteps drummed on the car top, and then a face leaned

over, grinning. It was Van Bokkelen. He turned around, lowered his feet, then his full length,

and, swinging by his hands he swung in and dropped to the floor of the car beside us.“You

could get killed that way,” I said.He chuckled. “My number’s not up.” There was a hard, reckless

light in his eyes that I did not like. Maybe because they were also lighted with contempt. The

way I figure it, a man has no right to hold anybody or anything in contempt … especially the

odds. From time to time I’d seen a few men die, and I couldn’t bring myself to think there was

any special providence looking out for any of us.Seems to me we work out our destinies

subject to a lot of accident, incident, and whim. The men I’d seen die, died mostly because they

were in the wrong place at the wrong time, and the kind of men they were mattered not in the

least. The good seemed to go as easily as the bad, the brave as quickly as the cowards.As for

me, I did what I had to do, what I believed I should do, and tried not to take any unnecessary

chances. Here and there I’d seen more than one man die showing how brave he was, or doing

something he was dared to do … which didn’t make sense anyway you looked at it.“That Law

back there,” Van Bokkelen asked, “he ask about me?”“Uh-huh.”“What did he say?”“Nothin’

much. On’y they seemed anxious to lay hands on you. If I was you,” I added, “I’d fight shy of

places. And we’re comin’ into a town now.”“You call that a town?” he sneered. “That’s nothing

but a wide spot in the road. The town clown in a place like that won’t worry me.”The “town

clown” … I’d heard that name given to small-town peace officers before, but not by me. More

often than not the constable or marshal in those little towns is a good enough sort if you give

him a chance, and often he’s mighty salty when pushed. Right then I decided the further we

stayed away from Van Bokkelen, the better. He was a trouble-hunter, and Boot Hill graveyards

were filled with his kind.“They don’t bother me.” He slapped his waistband. “I’m packing the

difference.”Why do all those would-be toughs talk like echoes of each other? How many times

had I heard such talk since I was a kid, knocking around? And each one of them figures he’s

got a patent on luck and brains. They live like animals in their hideouts, coming out every once

in a while, and the rest of the time hiding from the law and bragging about all they plan to do.

And then, like the James-Younger gang, they run into a bunch of farmers and small-town

businessmen and get shot to doll rags.“That gun you’re packin’,” I told him, “is the handle that

will open a grave for you on Boot Hill.”Eddie Holt got up. “Pronto, let’s unload and hunt us some



grub.”Van Bokkelen chuckled. “You boys on your uppers? Don’t be damn fools. Stick with me

and you’ll be rollin’ in money.”“You’re ridin’ the same train we are,” I said.An ugly light came into

his eyes. “What I’m doing here is my own business, and business is good.” He brought a roll of

bills from his pocket. “How about that?”“Eddie, there’s a house with a woodpile and two axes,” I

said. “Let’s you and me see if we can earn our breakfast.”Eddie dropped to the roadbed, ran a

few steps, then walked back to meet me. I tossed my saddle out into the weeds, and dropped

off myself.The last I heard was Van Bokkelen saying, “A couple of finks! Just plain bums!”“I

don’t like that man,” Eddie said. “There’s trouble in him.”He waited by the woodpile while I

walked up to the house and rapped on the door. A stout Irish woman looked at Eddie and then

at my sack. “What’s in that?” she asked.“My saddle, ma’am. I’m a rider, but right this minute I’m

ridin’ a two-day hunger. There’s a pair of axes, and we were wondering if we could earn a

meal.”“Well, now, you’re a couple of stout lads. You heft those axes a while and I’ll be makin’ up

me mind.”We’d worked only a few minutes when she came to the door. “Come off it, now!” she

called. “Pat’ll be home for his supper, and if he found me makin’ you work for a meal he’d take

the stick to me.”She produced two big plates piled high with ham hocks, mashed potatoes, and

corn on the cob, and set them down on the stoop. “If that’s not enough, rap on the door.

Himself is a healthy eater, and I know he’d make way with twice the lot.”We sat down by the

food, and she placed a pitcher of cold milk besides us and went back inside.“There’s good

people wherever you go,” Eddie said. “She didn’t even comment that I was a black man.”“Could

be she didn’t notice,” I said.If her Pat was a healthy eater we’d no idea of putting the man to

shame, so after a bit we knocked on the door and she filled our plates again, then brought a

paper sack to the door. It was a peck sack, and packed to the top.“Here’s a bit to take along,”

she said, “and there’s a mite of coffee there if you can find somewhat to make it in.”“Thank you,

ma’am,” I said. “Thank you, indeed.”“Obliged,” Eddie said.“It’s been said that hoboes mark the

gates of houses where they’ll be fed. Is it true, then?”“Ma’am, I’ve no idea. Only I shall

remember this place as the home of the fairest flower of Old Ireland. You’re the picture of

loveliness, ma’am.”“Oh, g’long with you! You’ve had your bait. Now take yourselves off!”We

slept the night in another empty boxcar, listening to the creaking of the car as it rounded

curves, the bumping as the train rolled over the tracks. We had seen no more of Van Bokkelen,

and I was sure he had left the town before us, and I was pleased at that.“Where do we stop

next?” Eddie asked. “I’ve never ridden the N.P. before.”“Jimtown, I guess. If we can pick up a

meal there, we can ride on to Miles City, with a little tightening of the belt.”“That’s a far piece,”

Eddie objected, “and I’m a man likes to eat.”The train rumbled along, accompanied by whistles

now and then as it neared some road crossing. The country we were passing through was

broken into wheat fields … miles of them … and sometimes there were stretches of

pastureland. It was a glaciated region of rolling prairies with occasional low hills and small

lakes or sloughs, their fringes lined with cattails. The only trees were those along the streams,

or freshly planted ones near farmhouses or villages.When the freight slowed down before

coming into the station at Jimtown, we dropped off and headed for Main Street. This was my

second time in the town, and I saw that it had changed some.“I was shy of fourteen,” I told

Eddie, “and came riding in here on the first train over the road. The BB outfit had driven some

cattle from Texas to Abilene, then shipped them to Chicago, and I’d gone along.“The boss, he

decided to have a look at the Dakota grass, so he rode that first train west with a few horses

and a couple of hands. He took me along to feed the stock.”“Nothing much here then, I reckon,”

Eddie commented. “Ain’t much now.”“Mostly tents then,” I said. “Now they’ve got hotels and

everything.”It was in my mind to look around for a man I’d known as a boy in Fargo-in-the-

Timber. Back in those days that was the roughest place a man could find, and it stayed rough



until Custer’s soldiers cleaned it out. Jack O’Niel had killed three of the soldiers before they

moved in to get him.This friend of mine was one of the BB cowboys who decided to stay in

Dakota, like I had, and we stayed together in Fargo-in-the-Timber. There was a Fargo-on-the-

Prairie, too, but that was mostly decent folks, but not so exciting to me as Fargo-in-the-

Timber.This man I knew, he was wise enough to decide we should leave Fargo-in-the-Timber

after Jack O’Niel killed those soldiers. He had known the Seventh Cavalry down in Kansas, and

they weren’t likely to stand by when some of their outfit had been killed. We had nothing to do

with it, but my friend taught me a good lesson then. “Stay away from trouble,” he told me. “It’s

the innocent bystanders who get hurt.”So we went west to the end of the line on the James

River … to Jamestown, which everybody called Jimtown. It was built in a valley where the

Pipestem River flowed into the James, and there were a few soldiers stationed there when we

first came.Now there were no uniforms about, and small as the place was, it looked

prosperous.“If we find this friend of yours,” Eddie asked, “will he stake us to a feed?”“That’s my

guess,” I said; “and if he’s around I know how to find him. I’ll hunt up a drugstore. Tom Gatty

never could pass up a drugstore. I never knew a man who had so many ailments. He told me

he never knew how sick he was until he was snowed in one winter with a Home Medical

Advisor, and read it cover to cover. If it hadn’t been for that book, he might have lived a long life

in bad health without knowing it.”We found a drugstore, and while Eddie watched my saddle on

the street, I went in the store. “I’m hunting a man named Tom Gatty,” I said.“Three like him, and

I wouldn’t need anybody else for customers,” the druggist said. “He’s the strongest dying man I

ever knew, but you’ve come too late. He went west … Medora, I think.”“Just my luck,” I said.The

man came from behind the counter. “You might learn something from Duster Wyman. He

handles Gatty’s local business.”The Gatty I knew had no head for business, nor for poker,

either, when it came to that. “Last time I saw him he was punching cows,” I said. “We worked for

the same outfit.”“That must have been several years ago. Mr. Gatty has been shipping cattle,

trading in horses and mules. He’s done very well, I believe.”We found the Duster loafing in front

of a saloon, and when I told him I was hunting Tom Gatty he got up carefully, and looked me

over, and then looked Eddie over, too.“Just what do you want with him?” The Duster was

carrying a gun, tucked back of his belt, under his coat. A rough guess told me that Duster

Wyman was a pretty salty character; and if Gatty was trading in horses, mules, and cattle they

must have some fancy work for brands. Come to think of it, Tom Gatty used to brag he could

write a Spencerian hand with a cinch ring, so I began to understand some of the phases of his

business.“As a matter of fact,” I explained, “I was hunting a road stake. Me an’ Eddie here,

we’re broke and headed for Miles City. Tom was an old friend of mine. In fact, we came to

Dakota together.”“What did you say your name was?”“Pike … they call me Pronto.”Well, his

face cleared right up. He had been looking mighty suspicious until then. “Oh, sure! I’ve heard

him speak of you.”He ran his hand down into his Levis and came up with a handful of silver

dollars. He counted out ten of them. “You take this,” he said. “I’ll get it back from Tom.”“Where’ll I

find him?”“Well, he moves around a good deal. Don’t you go askin’ for him. If you want to see

him, look around Miles City. You stay around a while and he’ll find you.”When we walked away

from there, Eddie looked at the money with respect. “You got you some good friends,” he

said.Me, I didn’t say anything, because I was wondering why the Duster was so quick to hand

out ten dollars and say Tom would pay him back. Tom Gatty never had much money, but the

way I remembered him he was mighty poor pay. Of course, that could have been because he

never had much. Maybe he was doing better now.If he could afford having a man living around

Jimtown like the Duster was, well, he was doing a lot better.But why ship from here? Why not

from Miles City itself?We had ourselves a meal, and when we came out of the restaurant a



man was standing on the curb. “Hello, Pike,” he said.It was that man Fargo that we’d last seen

a couple of hundred miles east.“I figured you’d settle in eastern Dakota, with a town named for

you,” I said.“It wasn’t named for me.” He took some cigars from his pocket and offered them.

“Smoke?”It was a good cigar.He took one himself and we all lit up. Then he said, “You’re living

good.”“We got a right.”“I was wondering how somebody broke enough to cut wood for a meal

could suddenly pay cash for one.”
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Cheryl Boyer, “Great vacation read!. I happened to start this book when I was vacationing in

Wyoming. I loved the first person voice of the main character—it really fit with the environment

where I was at the time I was reading it. While the good guys all wear white hats and the bad

guys all wear black ones, it was still a good read. I haven’t read much by Louis L’Amour, so I

can’t say if this was one of his best or anything. Maybe it was a little predictable, but that may

be due in part to the fact that Louis L’Amour is one of the seminal authors of Western fiction. It

was a fast read—and a page turner.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Hard luck cowhand makes a stand in Montana. Pronto Pike catches a

ride on a freight train and meets up with Eddie Holt -- cook, boxer and best partner he's ever

had. They take on a job guarding an overwintering herd of cattle lest they get rustled. Well,

sure enough, the rustlers appear. The local ranchers gather a bunch of vigilantes to round up

the rustlers....but what it really amounts to is covering up their own dirty work. One of Pike's

friends, a nester, gets burned out and that's when Pronto gets good and mad.Thanks to some

great descriptive prose, you will be shivering right along with Pronto and Eddie and the Farleys

as they try to keep from freezing and out of the clutches of the vigilantes. Maybe you can't quite

imagine yourself in one of those saddles blowing on your fingers to ward off frostbite. But then

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/JBjzz/Hanging-Woman-Creek-A-Novel-Louis-LAmour


again maybe you can. ;)An interesting side point is the character, Lottie. The prospects for the

mentally ill didn't amount to much back then, but Pronto steps up and gives Lottie some words

of wisdom to point her in a new direction. Nice moment.”

Timothy Farrington, “Great as Always!. L'Amour has been my favorite author ever since was

teenager! True, his books are predictable. However, his ability to draw the reader into his story

is incredible! Also, L'Amour tries to paint the struggle between the Indian culture and the white

man honestly. His characters are painfully human and their inner struggle is often played out

transparently.”

hammer, “I wish there were better options for these categories. I put "no sexual content" simply

because I feel their is only a hint of such in any Louis L'amour novel. I don't feel a certain

sexual appeal among some of the characters is considered "sexual content." Kissing, hugging,

noticing a woman "coming into her own" or taking a woman in a man's arms is as far as things

go and I consider this natural for any of his stories. Some may disagree. There is violence; fist

fighting, shootouts and ambush is part of the way western stories are told, but the violence is

not graphic in my opinion. I wish there were better options for these categories. I buy these

stories in kindle format and sometimes audible if the price is fair. I've been burned by a few

novels but never by L L  stories.”

The Gunny, “Another great western!!. Another great western by Louis L'Amour!! Full of all kind

of twist and turns that make a good story interesting. A story that draws you in and makes you

feel like your right there. Hope you enjoy it as much as I did!!”

D. Mckinzie, “Lots of interesting characters and action, too. Another good L'Amour book and

one that I always found interesting because of the unusual characters. The main character

Barney "Pronto" Pike, so called because he fights easily, is one of the few L'Amour characters

who is not skilled at gunfighting. He's just an average cowpoke, down on his luck and looking

for a job. A chance meeting with a black man in a similar position causes them to decide to

travel together and they end up on Hanging Woman Creek fighting rustlers and other outlaws.

At the same time, they are trying to figure out the identity of the mysterious killer who is back-

shooting people. To make matters worse, Barney nearly gets hung for killing someone (who

isn't even really dead) before it's all over.  Lots of action.”

Susan C., “Not just another shoot-em-up. Excellent (and more introspective than the normal

Louis L'Amour) story. The characters are believable (as much as I adore the Sacketts, in this

book Mr. L'Amour explores a hero without extraordinary skills who, at the age of 30 may

discover a direction for his life instead of just drifting) and the motivations ring true. The

conditions and complexities of the (late) frontier are wonderfully brought to life. I think this book

has become my new favorite!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Awesome book. I’ve read them all and re-read them again and again. You

can live by the logic and morals of every story. All books are very historical and well written. I

have actually traveled to some of the places in the stories and found them as described in his

books. I truly miss the greatest story teller ever.”

Kenok, “Great Western. What can I say about Louis L'Amour that over the years hasn't been

said? This book, like all his others is good reading & will keep you wanting to turn the page



over. He has a special way of writing that not only keeps you engrossed in the story but also

teaches you a few things too.”

Raymond T D Mustoe, “Five Stars. Yet another first class Western from Mr L'AmourHe makes

you feel as though you are there”

Jude, “A gift. Bought as a gift for a Louis L'Amour fan who aims to collect every book written by

this author.”

Geoff J, “Five Stars. usual good read”

The book by Louis L'Amour has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 557 people have provided feedback.
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